HOT NEW GAMES

CLASS III
Aristocrat Technologies
Phone: (702) 270-1000
www.aristocratgaming.com
CASHMAN TONIGHT™
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. announces the
approval and release of
Cashman Tonight™ in
all GLI jurisdictions.
Cashman Tonight is
an extension of the
popular Mr. Cashman brand and combines new bonus
games featuring Mr.
Cashman along with
a Double Standalone
progressive jackpot.
Game-play of Mr.
Cashman was made
even more exciting
by adding two standalone progressive
jackpots with Cashman Tonight.
As a Double Standalone Progressive,
Cashman Tonight features a two-level
progressive jackpot. With the optional
10-credit ante bet, players are eligible to
play the five second-screen features that
lead to free credits, free games, multiplier
substitutes and ultimately, the progressive
jackpot.
Cashman Tonight is being released on
two of Aristocrat's top-performing base
games, African Dusk and Wild Cougar
and is now available with new pricing
options.

Aruze Gaming, America, Inc.
Phone: (949) 439-7568
www.aruze.com/en/index.html
SPIRIT OF THE PHOENIX™
Bring your players back up through the
flames with Spirit of the Phoenix™! This
beautifully styled 3- reel, 1-line hybrid slot
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game will have players in awe with Aruze's
high definition 3D LCD screen. Watch
players light up as the fiery phoenix flies
through the game background and into
the game reels with vivid action. The
Spirit of the Phoenix will surpass your
player's expectations with flying colors!
Rescue Pay is a unique and an
attractive addition to the typical bonus
features. Rescue Pay
will be the most
innovative product
at the casino since it
guarantees payback
for all players. Players will be motivated
to select games with
Rescue Pay which
will radically change
the game concept
and will definitely
influence the game
mix at all casinos.
This game will
be available on
Aruze's Millenary
Series Video gaming
machine, with SAS 6.02, touch screen,
and TITO. Configuration flexibility
includes hoppers, printers, and bill
validators.
The Millenary machines with dual
transmissive LCD monitors present video
animation effects in action during
physical reel spins. It is now possible to
improve unique game performance and
visual effects with 3D high-resolution
graphics.

Atronic
Phone: (800) 864-7670
www.atronic.com
DEAL OR NO DEAL™ - THE SHOW
e-MOTION
Welcome to the next chapter in
Atronic’s most successful series of slots,
Deal or No Deal™ - The Show! Players
can play the Lucky Case Bonus for a
chance at double their suitcase winnings,
making it both interesting and volatile.
Super Play allows the player to decide
how the game will play and pay. The

game can be played Line Mode or Super
Play mode. If the player wagers twentyfive lines, the game plays in Super Play
mode where all wins are paid scattered
from left to right.
The Bonus Round
is entertaining and
interactive. The game
show screen appears
showing twenty suitcases, each containing a different credit
amount. The player
picks one suitcase,
then five of the
remaining suitcases, which will
open to reveal the
credit
amounts
inside. The bank will
make an offer and the player
may decide Deal (take the offer), or No
Deal (keep playing). If No Deal, he
continues to play through the round until
either an offer is accepted from the bank
or the player's suitcase is opened.

Bally Technologies
Phone: (702) 584-7700
www.ballytech.com
DOUBLE DRAGON DELUXE
ALPHA™ S9C
Fire-breathing twin dragons spell good
fortune for players on this exciting new
five-reel stepper slot from Bally.
Double Dragon Deluxe offers 30 lines
of play with a 600-credit max
bet. The game is multiline, multi-credit and
multi-denom configurable and supports
external progressive
functions.
Double Dragon
Deluxe also features
an action-packed
secondary bonus.
When the Fire
Dragon, Yin/Yang
and Water Dragon
symbols appear on
lines two, three and
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four respectively, the player is prompted
to choose either the Fire Dragon or Water
Dragon symbols. Each dragon symbol
has seven additional symbols associated
with it. The reels spin three times and each
time a symbol relating to the selected
Dragon symbol appears, the player is
awarded one times the total credits bet. If
an equal number of Fire and Water
Dragon symbols appear, the player
receives an additional 40 times the total
credits wagered. In addition, scattered
Pagoda symbols pay from two up to 80
times the total credits bet.

Cadillac Jack
Phone: (800) 684-4263
www.cadillacjack.com
SO HOT
Get ready to turn up the heat! Cadillac Jack's spicy new game So Hot sizzles
with hot bonus features and new combinations of pay that keep patrons playing
all night long.
So Hot incorporates attractive new
ways to win including a multiple win
feature where players have the opportunity to receive additional credits on one
line! Flaming sevens are wild, and three
or more symbols generate a
wining combination while
substituting for other
symbols on a winning
line for multiple wins
on one line! This
scorching new game
provides an exciting
mix of bonus features
that maintain player
anticipation and fun.
Things r eally
heat up when two
or more blazing
Spade symbols in a
scatter formation
trigger the Free
Spin bonus round. The
flaming Spade symbol ignites the
bonus round with hot samba music
and the chance to win up to 60 free
spins on one bonus! The excitement
doesn't stop there; players get the
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chance to win additional free spins
while playing for numerous opportunities to earn more bonus credits and
all wins are doubled during the free
spin bonus round.
The heat is on in So Hot, where
players have numerous ways to earn
sizzling credits - so bring some ice…
this game is on fire!

IGT
Phone: (702) 896-8500
www.igt.com
White Orchid™ Video Slots
The White Orchid™ game has
graphics that are so real, players can
almost smell the tropical flowers. It offers
players the ability to
wager on 40 paylines
and 1,024 ways with
the MultiWay Xtra™
wagering that lets
players buy reel positions instead of standard line patterns.
The game performance of White
Orchid is outstanding, at nearly two
times the zone average. The game has a
retriggering free
spins bonus with
independent reels
and a Bettor Chance wager feature. It
also sports IGT's player-friendly, simple
interface and intriguing standardized
game audio.
Add to that a multitude of colorful
butterflies, tree frogs, fish, birds and exotic
tropical plants, plus attractive male
and female Pacific islanders, and you have
a video slot that blossoms with player
excitement.

Konami Gaming
Phone: (702) 616-1400
www.konamigaming.com
AFRICAN DIAMOND™
In the far reaches of Kenya, the
Alliro tribe fiercely protects their
territory and rich traditions. But,
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hunters need not
fear these tribesmen. The level of
terror is tangible,
especially when
facing the elusive
King Ape dead on,
and their inner
demons…
Take your players on a thrilling
adventure with
Konami's latest
addition to the
proven performing
K2V™ video platfor m,
African
Diamond™.
This new exciting title is available in 10, 20, 25, 30line configurations. African Diamond
has a high volatility index that features a Free Game event. This game
supports all of the progressive options
Konami Gaming, Inc. offers on this
platform, which currently includes
limited to Quick Strike™, Cashway™
and Mystical Temple™. All future progressive options will also be supported.
African Diamond is a multi-denomination capable game, which players can
bet up to 1,500 credits.
The diamond represents the
wild symbol and appears on reels 2, 3,
4 and 5 only. All pays are left to right
on adjacent reels, except scatters.
The Free Game event is triggered
when 3, 4, or 5 trigger symbols pop
up in a scatter configuration, which
then awards 10, 15 or 25 free games,
respectively. All pays during the free
game event are doubled. Additional
free games can be won during the
event.
For more Hot New Games, updated
News Headlines, Event and
Entertainment Information, visit
www.indiangaming.com
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Spielo, A GTECH Company

WMS

Phone: (800) 561-GAME (4263)
www.gtech.com

Phone: (847) 785-3000
www.wms.com

ICARUS: WINGS OF GOLD™
Like the legendary Icarus, players
will be flying high in this five-reel,
twenty pay-line game, as they escape
with heavenly riches.
In this Ancient Gold themed game,
the Icarus symbol is wild and doubles
all line wins. The Ancient Gold bonus
trigger symbol also awards
a scatter prize to
players. Colorful
graphics, comfortable cabinet ergonomics and crisp
stereo sound add to
the experience, providing maximum
entertainment and
enjoyment for slot
players.
Icarus: Wings of
Gold is designed
for Free Game
bonus players who
enjoy wilds, multipliers and scatters.
This exciting game pays for three, four
or five identical symbols in a row, left to
right only.
The Free Games bonus is triggered
when three, four or five scattered Ancient
Gold symbols appear on reels one to
five. The player is awarded 20 free games
with all pays tripled. A Scatter win of up
to 100X the total bet is also awarded for
two or more scattered Ancient Gold
symbols.
Icarus: Wings of Gold is available on
both the AURA® and prodiGi™
gaming cabinets and is available in a
twenty pay-line configuration with
maximum wager values of 100, 200, 400,
500 or 1,000 credits. Icarus: Wings of
Gold is available in denominations of 1,
2, 5, 10, 25, and 50 cents and casino
operators can choose up to five denominations at one time.

MONOPOLY® PARTY TRAIN™
Run to the station and
get ready for the
Monopoly® Party
Train™ to pull into
town. Jump on board,
take a chance, and
roll the dice for a
chance to win free
spins and credits
from Mr. Monopoly!
WMS' newest
Monopoly theme features three unique
bonuses, a Local Area
Progressive, and a
Wide Area Progressive that keeps the
fun chugging!
When a Chance
Card symbol is scattered on the fifth
reel, the Chance card Feature is
triggered. The Chance Card awards a
Credit Value, a Multiplier, or Mrs.
Monopoly's Pick 'N Match Bonus.
When a selected Chance Card shows
Mrs. Monopoly, the Mrs. Monopoly
Pick 'N Match Bonus is triggered. The
bonus starts with seven Monopoly property picks. Each pick awards a property
and a credit value. If a color group is
matched, as many additional picks as
there were properties are awarded. Clear
the whole set to have a chance to win
Mrs. Monopoly's Progressive. Pick one
of eight cards.
Three or more scattered whistle symbols triggers the Party Train Free Spin
Bonus. Look up at the top box and watch
Mr. Monopoly roll the dice. The dice roll
determines the initial number of free
spins. The starting square on the Monopoly Board is based on the number of
triggers. Three triggers starts on the
GO Square. Four triggers starts on
Jail, while five triggers starts on Free
Parking.
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and re-pays 2, 3, or 4x randomly. The
dragons are restless and anxious for
players to win big jackpots on this
thrilling new stepper slot.

Bally Technologies
Phone: (702) 584-7700
www.ballytech.com
DOUBLE DRAGON TWO WAY
FRENZY ALPHA™ VIDEO S9E
Twin dragons foretell a double-dose
of good fortune for players on the new
Double Dragon Two Way Frenzy
Alpha™ Video S9E slot from Bally.
Designed for the Washington State market, Double Dragon Two-Way Frenzy
features seven reels and 50 lines of
dynamic and exciting gaming action.
The game can be configured for either
250 or 500 credits max bet, with top
awards of 50,000 or 100,000 credits,
respectively. Available
denominations range from
one cent up to $25.
In the dual
bonus feature, the
center Frenzy reel
is shared by the
leftmost three
reels and the rightmost three reels,
creating
two
games in one
exciting package. Payouts are
accrued either
from left to right
or from right to
left, depending
on the amount
wagered. The Frenzy feature is
triggered any time a multiplier or re-spin
symbol appears on the 4th reel on an
active payline with a win on the first
and/or last three reels.
The bonus associated with each symbol on the Frenzy reel is applied. 2x, 5x,
10x symbols multiply winning combinations. Additionally, 10Pay and 100Pay
symbols multiply line bet plus winning
combination. Respin symbol re-spins

Cadillac Jack
Phone: (800) 684-4263
www.cadillacjack.com
CADILLAC CASH
Take a drive down memory lane as
you cruise the cash highway in Cadillac
Cash, the fun new game theme designed
specifically for Cadillac Jack's Wide Area
Progressive. Themed around the classic
days of the 1950s, Cadillac Cash features a sporty animated car, upbeat 50s
music and whimsical game symbols
evoking memories of a road trip across
Route 66.
Cadillac Cash is sure to be a huge hit
as players compete for large awards in a
two stage bonus and the chance to cash
in for the ultimate progressive jackpot.
Anticipation builds when
the player accumulates
the front and middle
sections of the
sports car on the
first and third
reels. The music
changes tempo
and the speed of
the final two reels
increases as the
player watches to
discover if he's
collected the
rear section of
the car on the
fifth reel. Once
the bonus is
triggered, the
animated 50s sports car races across the
screen to award the player a credit multiplier along with a random number of
Free Spins. The Free Spin second stage
of the bonus awards between 5 and 20
Free Spins and is the first free game
bonus released by Cadillac Jack and
includes scatter bonus wild symbols.

The excitement and fun of Cadillac
Cash is linked to the Cadillac Cash Wide
Area Progressive which has expected
instant payouts of $250,000 or more!
Cadillac Cash is a nostalgic ride that
players won't want to miss and will keep
them coming back for more.

IGT
Phone: (702) 896-8500
www.igt.com
WOLF RUN™ VIDEO REEL TOUCH™
BINGO SERIES
IGT's new Wolf
Run™ Video Reel
To u c h ™ B i n g o
follows on the
phenomenal popularity of the
Coyote Moon™
game. Wolf Run
is based on the
Coyote
Moon
math model, which
has proven to be a
hit with players.
The beautiful
Wolf Run glass
graphic introduces players to a
5-reel, 40-line game with stacked wild
symbols, a retriggering Free Spin Bonus,
and a 2,000-credit max bet.
Like Coyote Moon, Wolf Run features
IGT's new simple, player-friendly
machine interface and new player-recognizable celebration and win sounds.
All IGT Reel Touch Bingo Series
games include game play instructions,
game rules, plus winning patterns and
their associated prize values that can be
viewed at the touch of a button. Game outcome is determined by bingo game play
only. The reel display and bonus game play
have no effect on the game outcome.
Your players love Coyote Moon.
Now, treat them to the experience of
Wolf Run - and let them run with the
wolves. ¨
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